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Executive Summary
During the 2017 legislative session, the Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI)
issued a preliminary fiscal note in response to House Bill (HB) 2224, detailing the potential cost
savings of eliminating Collection of Evidence (COE) activities, which served as an alternative
assessment option necessary to meet graduation requirements. The Legislature then adopted
those savings in the 2017–19 Biennial Operating Budget. The 2018 Supplemental Operating
Budget required OSPI to produce a report to the Legislature detailing actions taken to achieve
the estimated cost savings listed in the fiscal note for HB 2224. In order to maintain the
budgeted reductions in the 2019–21 biennium, OSPI eliminated two staff positions and
terminated all contract activity relative to Collection of Evidence.
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Introduction
On June 29, 2017, the Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI) issued a preliminary
fiscal note projecting the potential cost savings to Washington state if House Bill (HB) 2224
(2017) passed into law. The Legislature subsequently passed HB 2224 and incorporated those
savings in their 2017–19 Biennial Operating Budget, which passed on June 30, 2017. The Office
of Superintendent of Public Instruction issued a final fiscal note on HB 2224 on July 13, 2017.
There were no changes to the projected savings as compared to the preliminary fiscal note.
The 2018 Supplemental Operating Budget states:
(ii) By November 1, 2018, the superintendent must review the fiscal note and report to the
legislature on which actions detailed in the fiscal note were taken by the superintendent to
achieve the savings estimated and the actual savings achieved. For those actions provided in the
fiscal note that were not taken and for which no savings were achieved, the Superintendent must
explain why those actions were not taken.
(iii) By November 1, 2018, the superintendent must submit a detailed plan on how the
superintendent will achieve all of the savings estimated in the fiscal note for the 2019–2021
biennium. (Senate Bill 6032, Sec. 513[1][b] [2018].)

House Bill 2224
Summary of HB 2224:








Revised high school graduation assessment requirements in science, English language
arts, and mathematics and provisions governing alternative assessment options.
Discontinued the Collection of Evidence alternative assessment options.
Established an expedited assessment appeals process for waiving requirements for
Certificates of Academic Achievement or Certificates of Individual Achievement for
certain students.
Addressed student interventions and academic supports.
Established new provisions for High School and Beyond Plans.
Modified the accountability-related duties of the State Board of Education.

2017 Legislative Session
The fiscal note submitted by OSPI in response to HB 2224 detailed an estimated savings of $5.1
million in fiscal year 2018 and ongoing savings of $7.6 million each year thereafter. The result is
a savings of $12.7 million in the 2017–19 biennium and a savings of $15.2 million in the 2019–
21 biennium.
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The savings were the result of the elimination of Collection of Evidence activities, related
contract payments, and staff. The fiscal note also projected costs related to transitioning
assessments from grade 11 to grade 10. Additionally, HB 2224 detailed estimated costs to
establish an advisory panel to approve locally administered assessments and development
work associated with creating an expedited appeals process.
The 2017 Legislature adopted the projected savings as part of the 2017–19 Biennial Operating
Budget. In addition, the budget incorporated biennial reductions of $3,223,000 requested by
OSPI. The result was a 2017–19 biennial appropriation of $57,396,000 in General Fund-State
funds for implementation of the Washington state assessment system (fiscal year 2018:
$30,421,000; fiscal year 2019: $26,975,000)
2017–19 Biennium
To achieve savings in the 2017–19 biennium, OSPI eliminated two staff positions and
terminated all contract activity related to Collection of Evidence, including payments to districts
for work related to Collection of Evidence. This resulted in a net reduction of costs to OSPI as
portrayed in the preliminary fiscal note for HB 2224.

Conclusion and Next Steps
The Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI) is on track to maintain the savings
recognized from the implementation of HB 2224 and is not at risk for overspending the
appropriation for the Washington state assessment system. In addition, OSPI has met the
legislative requirement to demonstrate cost savings as provided in section 513(1)(b) of the
2018 Supplemental Operating Budget.
2019–2021 Biennium
The Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction is operating under the supposition that the
current fiscal year appropriation of $26,975,000 will likely be the carry-forward level for fiscal
years 2020 and 2021. With that in mind, the agency is managing its resources and workload
under the assumption that the carry-forward level will remain flat until, or unless, the work
requires a request to increase the appropriation. The agency is able to achieve the ongoing
savings by continuing to abstain from making payments to schools for activities related to
Collection of Evidence, not reinstituting contracts for Collection of Evidence work, and not
rehiring positions related to Collection of Evidence.
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Source: Enterprise Reporting, Fund and FTE Detail by Fiscal Year Report, 2018
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Table 1: State Assessment Proviso Biennial Changes
State Assessment Proviso 031/032

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

$36,648,000

$36,648,000

($487,000)

($487,000)

($5,196,000)

($7,296,000)

Standards Setting
Certificates of Academic or Individual Achievement
Expedited Appeals Process - Web Development

$190,000

$0

$10,300

$0

Locally Administered Assessment Coordinator
Advisory Panel for Locally Administered
Assessments

$138,000

$138,000

$250,000

$62,500

($1,132,300)

($2,090,500)

Assessment Funding
State Appropriation

$33,620,000

$34,504,000

Decision Package "AR" 2016 Supplemental Budget Request
Science Assessment (Biology)

($2,000,000)

($1,200,000)

Contract Payments

($2,483,000)

$3,344,000

Fiscal Note - ESHB 2224
Collection of Evidence
Collection of Evidence Staff
Graduation Alternatives
Standards Setting & Locally Administered
Assessments

Decision Package "AX" 2017–19 Biennium
State Assessment Proviso Adjustment
Total Adjusted Biennial Budget

$29,137,000 $36,648,000
2017–19 Biennial
Operating Budget

$30,421,000 $26,975,000
2018 Supplemental
Operating Budget
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Except where otherwise noted, this work by the Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction is
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution License.
Please make sure permission has been received to use all elements of this publication (images, charts, text, etc.) that
are not created by OSPI staff, grantees, or contractors. This permission should be displayed as an attribution
statement in the manner specified by the copyright holder. It should be made clear that the element is one of the
“except where otherwise noted” exceptions to the OSPI open license. For additional information, please visit the OSPI
Interactive Copyright and Licensing Guide.
OSPI provides equal access to all programs and services without discrimination based on sex, race, creed, religion,
color, national origin, age, honorably discharged veteran or military status, sexual orientation including gender
expression or identity, the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability, or the use of a trained dog guide or
service animal by a person with a disability. Questions and complaints of alleged discrimination should be directed to
the Equity and Civil Rights Director at 360-725-6162 or P.O. Box 47200 Olympia, WA 98504-7200.
Download this material in PDF at http://k12.wa.us/LegisGov/Reports.aspx. This material is available in alternative
format upon request. Contact the Resource Center at 888-595-3276, TTY 360-664-3631. Please refer to this
document number for quicker service: 18-0046.
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